Reference State Health Center
of the Hungarian Ministry of Defense

Compatible system solution for Hungary’s largest
state health center
The former military hospital in the 13th district in Budapest has now become a modern state health center for the general public. The Hungarian clinic has a total of 433 beds in approx. 300 rooms and is known as
the country’s most important health institution.
The building was constructed at the beginning of the 20th century and
has had three additional buildings added to it over the years. In 2006, the clinic was renovated and
equipped with safety and communication systems by ESSER and Ackermann clino.
In the summer of 2007, the system was expanded once again. The Hungarian installer Pentolt Kft.
was supported by Honeywell Life Safety Austria in the planning and execution of the project and thus
realized the largest fire detection and call system project in Hungary to date.
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The solution
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The benefits
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